
Lending Cloud Business Insights

Lending Cloud’s Business Insights Module lets you visualize your 

loan portfolio for greater insight into your key relationships as well 

as industry and risk concentrations. This fully integrated tool turns 

loan data into polished graphics that help you see how your portfolio 

really looks– from the inside out – and how you can manage it more 

effectively. And it’s as easy as a few clicks of your mouse. 

The benefits of data visualization extend across your entire organization:

» Management – Gets the 30,000 foot view of portfolios and operations

» Operations – Aggregated data provides clarity and common purpose

» IT Staff – Cloud delivery means no additional hardware costs or technical support hassles
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Access cutting edge data visualizations within Lending Cloud, the leading cloud-based loan origination 
system, trusted by over 800 financial institutions.

Lenders, credit analysts, and financial institutions generate vast amounts of data on their 
customers, operations, and portfolio – but it is not always leveraged holistically. Business 
intelligence is the people, processes, and systems used to take advantage of your data as a 
strategic asset. Now is the time to take advantage of advanced tools to improve operations 
and portfolio monitoring profitably.

Monitor the Efficiency of Your Operations

The loan origination process can seem expansive across your team or organization.  One of 
borrowers’ biggest complaints with banks is the time it takes to get an answer on their loan 
applications. And “alternative” lenders have capitalized on their dissatisfaction by using new 
technology to provide faster approvals.

The Business Insight Module helps you understand your operations and identify bottlenecks 
to accelerate loan review and approval. It aggregates all your loan workflows and the time 
taken in the approval process – so you can keep your application pipeline flowing smoothly 
and give your customers answers fast.

http://www.moodysanalytics.com/lendingcloud 
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24/7 mobile access to your 
portfolio will give you a 
competitive edge over other 
lenders and raise your level 
of customer service.

Monitor Your Portfolio on the Go

Today bankers and credit professionals are always on the move, meeting at customers’ 
premises and working well beyond nine-to-five. 

The Business Insights Module is natively mobile – so you can use it on smart phones and 
tablets anytime, anywhere.* This 24/7 mobile access to your portfolio will give you a 
competitive edge over other lenders – and raise your level of customer service.

*While the Business Insights Module is natively mobile and currently available, Lending Cloud 
is not yet available in a mobile format. 

http://www.moodysanalytics.com/lendingcloud 
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 For more information and a demo of the Lending Cloud 

Business Insight Module

www.moodysanalytics.com/lendingcloud 
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